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Introduction to the School and its content, NCG 2017, Quy Nhon, Vietnam Thierry Masson, CPT-Luminy

Some information
• Dinners and Shuttles departure: at the Seagull Hotel.
• Accommodation (for most of you) at the Hoang Yen Hotel.
• If necessary, the schedule will be updated on the website.
• Schedule page: take a look regularly, subscribe to the Calendar (experimental).
• All scientific activities will take place at ICISE (here).
B Except Wednesday, 14th in the morning: QuyNhon University.
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The courses

6 courses of 6 lectures by 7 lecturers…
1 Equilibrium states on operator-algebraic dynamical systems

by Nathan Brownlowe (The University of Sydney)
2 Noncommutative Topology and Topological Quantization

by Johannes Kellendonk (Institut Camille Jordan)
3 Noncommutative Geometry and Field Theory

by Patrizia Vitale and Fedele Lizzi (Università di Napoli Federico II)
4 Unbounded KK-theory in Noncommutative Geometry and Physics

by Bram Mesland (Universitaet Bonn)
5 Formal and non-formal Quantization and Index Theorems

by Ryszard Nest (Copenhagen University)
6 Introduction to Noncommutative Analysis and Integration

by Fedor Sukochev (University of New South Wales)

Tired? That’s not all…
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Posters, seminars and other (scientific) activities…
• Poster session on Monday, 17th (posters are displayed during all the school).
➙ Have a look at the posters ASAP + abstracts on web page and booklet…

• Seminars:
1 Higher C∗-categories – Towards Categorified NCG

by Paolo Bertozzini (Thammasat University)
2 Noncommutative one-sheeted hyperboloids via deformation quantization

by Yoshiaki Maeda (Tohoku Forum for Creativity)
B One slot is free for a seminar or a lecture on Friday, 21st…

• Training and group activities, leisure time
▶ Last (optional) activities of each day (almost all the days)…
▶ Participants can use the Conference Hall (after the last lecture).
▶ They can share their knowledge, teach or learn… with or without the lecturers.
▶ Lecturers are encouraged to give “exercises” for these sessions.

• Informal discussion between participants and lecturers (Friday, 21st)
▶ Participants are encouraged to ask (last minute) questions about the lectures.
▶ Free speaking on prospectives in different research fields.
▶ Informal final scientific exchange meeting.
▶ Debriefing of the school…
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The non scientific activities…

• Free time: Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, Sunday.

• Conference dinner (at ICISE) on Thursday, 20th.

• Depending on the weather, we may organize some excursion on Sunday, 16th.
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Why Noncommutative Geometry?

• Mathematical motivations…

• Physical motivations…
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NCG: the mathematical side

• NCG is motivated by deep results on correspondences spaces↔ algebras.
▶ Measurable spaces➙ abelian von Neumann algebras.
▶ Topological spaces➙ commutative C∗-algebras.

• Fact 1: some tools used to study these spaces have algebraic counterparts.
• Fact 2: these algebraic tools can be applied to NC algebras.

Main idea of NCG:
replace commutative algebras of functions
by NC algebras in an identified category.

• Replace the geometric approach by an algebraic one.
• Give new light on difficult problems (foliations and quotient spaces).
• “Differentiability” has been investigated in the 1980’s (Connes).
➙ Cyclic homology (relation with K-theory through Chern character)

• NC “riemannian manifolds”: spectral triples (reconstruction theorem in 2008).
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NCG: the physical side

• Physics in crisis:
Geometrical theories: General Relativity, Gauge Field Theories…
Algebraic theories: Quantum Mechanic (op. algebras), QFT…

How to unify them?
• NCG is not a theory in physics (, String Theory, Loop Quantum Gravity…).
• NCG is a framework in which to develop new theories.

▶ New conceptualizations, proposed unifications…
• NCG has been constructed in relation to physics.

▶ NC gauge field theories, NC space-times, quantum groups…
• Some NC topological invariants have been used to explained (partially) the

Quantum Hall Effect and other physical quantum systems.
• QFT on NC spaces➙ new renormalizable non local models…

(φ4 theories on Moyal space)
• NCG gauge field theories contains naturally Higgs-like particles.
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CommutativeC∗-algebras
C∗-algebra:
• a complete normed algebra (Banach algebra),
• an involution a 7→ a∗,
• a compatibility condition: ∥a∗a∥ = ∥a∥2.

Theorem (Gelfand-Naimark)
The category of locally compact Hausdorff spaces is anti-equivalent to
the category of commutative C∗-algebras.

Space X ↔ algebra of continuous functions C0(X ) vanishing at infinity.
This leads to the correspondences:

Spaces Algebras

point irreducible representation
compact unital

1-point compactification unitarization
Stone-Čech compactification multiplier algebra

homeomorphism automorphism
probability measure state
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Finite projective modules

Theorem (Serre-Swan)
The category of complex vector bundles on a compact Hausdorff space X is equivalent to
the category of finite projective modules over the algebra C(X ) (continuous functions).

Vector bundle E↔ Space of continuous sections Γ(E).
➙ projection in some MN (C(X )).

This works also in the category of smooth manifolds.

• Notion of “vector bundles” in NCG: finite projective modules over A.
• Covariant derivatives have NC generalizations.
➙This permits to define NC gauge field theories.
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Origin of common NC spaces
NC spaces are in general defined as von Neumann algebras or C∗-algebras.
Many constructions give interesting examples:
Direct sums, Tensor products, Quotients, Inductive limits…

• Operations inside the category of algebras we work with.
Group algebras: any locally compact group defines a C∗-algebra.

• Study of the representation theory of the group.
• More generally: C∗-algebra of a smooth groupoid.

Generators and relations: the algebra is defined by some its elements.
• Compatible with C∗-alg. of groups presented as generators and relations.

Cross products: action of a locally compact group on a given algebra.
• Compatible with semidirect product of groups and C∗-alg. of groups.

Deformation: the idea is to deform a commutative algebra (+ extra structure…).
• Moyal algebra, related to the canonical commutation relations in QM.
• κ-Minkowski space, (co)-representation space of a quantum group.

Quantum groups: Hopf algebra structures.
• Usually a deformation of the matrix entries of an ordinary group.
• Representation theory, new “symmetries”…
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Some NCG Tools

Functional calculus on operators (bounded or not)
• Extends polynomials of operators:
➙ measurable, holomorphic, continuous functions…

• Strong relations with the spectral theorem…
• Abstract versions for C∗-algebras and von Neumann algebras…

Classification tools
• K-theory, K-homology, KK-theory…
• Cyclic (co)homology and their variants…
• Connes-Chern character.
• Index theory (s.e.c. of C∗-algebras)…

Trace of operators and integration
• Notions of operator traces and their associated spaces Lp : Tr(|a |p ) < ∞.
• Integration = Dixmier trace
= trace of operators with logarithmic divergences, L1,∞.

Lp ⊂ L1 ⊂ L1,∞ ⊂ K (compact) ⊂ B (bounded) ⊂ {unbounded operators}
infinitesimals and integration← topology → geometry and differentiable structures
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Spectral triples
Spectral triples are “unbounded Fredholm modules” (K-homology).
A an involutive unital associative algebra.

Definition (Spectral triple)
A spectral triple on A is a triple (A,H,D) where
• H is a Hilbert space on which an involutive representation ρ of A is given;
• D is a (unbounded) self-adjoint operator on H (Dirac operator);
• the resolvant of D is compact;
• [D, ρ(a)] is bounded for any a ∈ A.

Many more axioms for complete description:
• Grading➙ charge conjugaison in physics.
• Reality operator➙ Tomita-Takesaki theory.
• Regularity condition
➙ defines the “smooth” algebra A as a dense subalgebra of a C∗-algebra

Many variations to adapt the structure to particular situations…
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I hope you will enjoy
the school, the lectures, and the place…


